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Abstract—The integration of more-electric technologies, such as energy storage systems (ESSs) and electric 

propulsion, has gained attention in recent years as a promising approach to reduce fuel consumption and emissions in 

the maritime industry. In this context, hybrid power systems (HPSs) with direct current (DC) distribution are currently 

gaining a commendable interest in research and industrial applications. This paper examines the impact of using HPS 

with DC distribution and a battery energy storage system (BESS) over a conventional AC power system for short haul 

roll-on/roll-off (RORO) ferries. An electric ferry with a HPS is modeled in this study and the power management system 

is simulated using the Matlab/Simulink software. The result is validated using measured load profile of a ferry. The 

performance of the DC HPS is compared with the conventional AC system based on fuel consumption and emission 

reductions. An approach to estimate the fuel consumption of the diesel engine through calculation of specific fuel oil 

consumption (SFOC) is also presented. This study uses two optimization techniques: a classical power management 

method namely Rule-Based control (RB) and a meta-heuristic power management method known as Grey Wolf 

Optimization (GWO) to optimally manage the power sharing of the proposed HPS. Fuel consumption and emission 

indicators are also used to assess the performance of the two power management methods. The simulation results show 

that the HPS provides a 2.91 % and 7.48 % fuel consumption reduction using RB method and GWO method 

respectively. It is apparent from the result that the HPS has more fuel savings while running the diesel generator sets 

(DGs) at higher operational efficiency. It is interesting that the proposed HPS using both power management methods 

provided a 100 % emission reduction at berth. Finally, it was found that using a meta-heuristic optimization algorithm 

provides better fuel and emission reductions than a classical method.  

Keywords— Battery, DC power system, electric ferry, energy storage system, hybrid power system, power management. 

Nomenclature 

𝐸𝐵 BESS energy [kWh] 𝑔 DG operating variable [0 or 1] 

𝐹𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ Fuel consumption at berth [L] 𝜂 Efficiency 

𝐹𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 Fuel consumption while cruising [L] 𝜃𝑒 Electrical angle  

𝐹𝐶𝑚 Fuel consumption at a certain operating condition [L] 𝜃𝑟 Rotor angle 

𝑁𝑆 Number of stops per ferry round-trip 𝜆 Ratio of load 

𝑁𝑝 Number of poles Abbreviation 

𝑃𝐵 BESS power [kW] BESS Battery energy storage system 

𝑃𝐸𝐿 Instantaneous power at the specified engine load [kW] CO2 Carbon dioxide 

𝑃𝐿 Load power [kW] DG Diesel generator-set 

𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎 Charging power [kW] ESS Energy storage system 

𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎 Discharging power [kW] GWO Grey wolf optimization 

𝑃𝑛 Generated power from n-th DG [kW] HPS Hybrid power system 

𝑃𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum power of  n-th DG [kW] IMO International marine organization 

𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 Rated power of DG (maximum power) [kW] NOX Nitrogen oxide 

𝑃𝑡𝑛  Power generated by n-th DG at t-th time [kW ] PMS Power management strategy 

𝑆𝐹𝑂𝐶𝐸𝐿 SFOC value at specified engine load [L/kWh] RB Rule-based 

𝑆𝐹𝑂𝐶𝑛 SFOC of n-th DG RES Renewable energy source 

𝑆𝑂𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ Upper SOC limit [%] RORO Roll-on/roll-off 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 Initial SOC [%] SOX Sulfur oxides 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum SOC [%] Subscripts 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 Minimum state of charge [%] 𝑡𝑐 The index time of charging 
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𝑒𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ Emissions at terminal (berth) [g/kWh] B Battery 

𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 Emissions while cruising [g/kWh] bus Bus 

∆𝑡 Time step  cha Charging 

DoD Depth of discharge [%] discha Discharging 

E Energy [kWh] EL  Engine load  

e Emission [g/kWh] L Load 

EL Engine load  loss Power loss 

FC Fuel consumption [L] m Operating condition  

FCtotal Total fuel consumption of one round trip [L] max Maximum  

i Current (A) min Minimum  

N Number of DGs n n-th DG 

R Resistance [Ω] prop Propulsion 

SFOC Specific fuel oil consumption [L/kWh] ref Reference 

SOC Battery state of charge [%] rms Root-mean square 

T The total time period serv Service 

V Voltage [V] t t-th time interval 

𝑏 BESS operating variable [‘0’ discharge, ‘1’ charge] T Terminal 

I. INTRODUCTION 

mission regulations imposed by the international marine organization (IMO), along with growing concerns on the 

environment, are causing a major shift in the industry’s approach to propulsion system design and increasing the 

demand for environmentally friendly marine power system solutions [1, 2]. In addition, the fluctuation of oil prices 

required the incentive to investigate more technologically advanced and efficient solutions to reduce operational 

expenses in the transportation industry [3, 4]. Therefore, the industry has collectively been exploring other opportunities 

for emissions control and energy savings which range from burning low emission fuels such as liquefied natural gas [1] 

and using dual fuel [5] to progressively electrify ships through increasing hybridization [6]. In the same context, the 

IMO suggested the concept of hybrid electric vessels as one of the energy efficient index to control and limit a vessel’s 

emissions [7]. This has opened up the integration of energy storage systems (ESSs) and renewable energy sources 

(RESs) into ship power systems [8, 9].  

 As the overwhelming majority of present electric vessels use AC distribution systems, the hybridization of ship 

power systems is complex as synchronization of each generation unit is required. In addition, ship AC distribution 

systems have drawbacks such as inrush current of transformers, three-phase imbalances, harmonic currents, and reactive 

power flow [10]. On the other hand, a DC distribution system provides an efficient distribution of electric energy by 

linking AC and DC energy sources through power-electronic devices which customize energy flow to the load [11, 12]. 

However, power electronic converters add complexity to the system due to their non-linear characteristics and switching 

behavior [13, 14]. Nevertheless, the recent progressive developments of power electronics devices make them more 

reliable and efficient. This makes the DC distribution is more feasible in various applications [12].  Therefore, the use 

of a HPS with DC distribution enables easier integration of RESs and ESSs [10, 15]. In addition, synchronization of 

generation units is not required which enables the prime movers to operate at their optimal speeds providing a reduction 

of fuel consumption and emissions [10, 16]. This also offers further advantages, such as space and weight savings, 

flexible arrangement of equipment and noise reduction from a diesel gen-set (DG) in the harbor [17, 18]. Moreover, 

retrofitting of a conventional marine power system with emerging renewable energy and energy storage technologies 

provides significant cost and environmental benefits [9, 19, 20]. As a result, the transition from a ship power system 

with AC distribution to a HPS with DC distribution is gaining more attention [12, 17].  

 The aforementioned advantages of a HPS with DC distribution give an efficient power system solution for short-

haul ferries as most ferries operate closer to urban areas where the reduction of noise and emissions is required [21]. As 

most of the ferries use fossil fuels such as diesel to produce on-board power, they produce pollutant emissions, include 

CO2, NOX, SOX and particular matter [22, 23]. When a ferry is berthed at a terminal, these emissions occur close to 

human habitation and result in a more direct impact on health [24]. Moreover, ferries account for a significantly high 

percentage of in-port emissions based on frequencies of calls compared to other types of vessels [25]. Such greenhouse 

gas emissions have a significant risk on human health including chronic bronchitis, heart disease, stroke and respiratory 

tract infection [22]. Therefore, policy makers have explored and introduced several methodologies in limiting port 

E 
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emissions based on port structural changes [26, 27]. A cold-ironing method can be considered as a common solution to 

reduce in-port emissions and noise at terminals [28]. This method uses shore power to supply power to the on-board 

engines [29]. However, sometimes the shore power supply uses non-renewable energy sources [30]. In addition, 

economic factors need to be taken into account to justify investment in a shore power station as short-haul ferries usually 

berth for short period [28]. Therefore, there should be a more reliable solution to eliminate in-port emissions from 

ferries. Thus, all-electric and hybrid-electric ferries are practically achievable and the integration of RESs greatly 

reduces their emissions and fuel consumption. However, the slow dynamics or intermittent nature of RESs prevents 

them being the main source of power in ferries. Thus, a battery energy storage system (BESS) has become an integral 

part in such systems to ensure a reliable supply of power [31]. Therefore, the trend towards integration of the BESS into 

ferries has gained more attention in recent years. For example, MV Hallaig, the first hybrid electric ferry with battery 

storage, started operation in 2013 recording significant fuel savings and emission reductions [32]. Following the same 

trend in fuel and emissions reduction, Ampere ferry, the first battery powered ferry in the world, started operation in 

2015 and reported a significant fuel savings with zero emission operation [17, 21, 33]. This trend is continuing as more 

ferries are being built with hybrid and fully battery powered systems owing to their advantage of emission reductions, 

especially as most ferries operate close to human habitation areas [11, 21, 32, 33]. 

The DC HPS with a BESS can be considered a promising solution to reduce emissions and noise in harbors to 

significantly low levels. In order to increase the potential of such a system, an efficient power management strategy is 

essential which can optimally share power among all HPS components. In this context, modeling a simulation platform 

is vital to derive an efficient power sharing strategy and thereby achieve fuel savings and emission reductions. Power 

and size optimization approaches for land-based HPSs have been extensively discussed [34, 35]. However, modeling, 

simulation and power management optimization of electric ferries with HPSs have not been extensively discussed. Only 

a few studies have discussed the use of HPSs in domestic ferry and boat applications, which mostly used classical and 

deterministic PMS methods [36-41].  In [36], the authors have studied and designed a hybrid fuel cell electric propulsion 

system for a domestic ferry and compared it with the performance of the existing diesel propulsion system. In [37], the 

development and demonstration of a fuel cell/battery hybrid system for a tourist boat is presented. In [38], the authors 

have investigated the effectiveness of using a hybrid system with battery in a passenger ferry. In [39], the authors 

proposed a hybrid fuel cell/battery power system for a low power boat. A classical energy management system, namely 

a state-based method, is used to manage the power generation. In [40], authors proposed an energy management system 

based on a deterministic state-based control method to manage the energy of a hybrid fuel cell/battery passenger ferry. 

In [41], the authors presented a techno-economic approach to minimize the overall cost of an ESS in a supercapacitor 

plug-in ferry. The aforementioned studies have not considered modeling, simulation, and evaluation of a hybrid 

domestic ferry with DC distribution and a BESS in terms of fuel savings and emission reductions. Moreover, to the best 

of our knowledge, the power management of DC HPSs for short haul ferries integrated with a BESS using a meta-

heuristic method has not been reported in the existing literature. 

 The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 

- Performance comparison of using a hybrid DC over a conventional AC power system for short-haul ferries in 

terms of fuel consumption and emissions reductions; 

- An approach to estimate the fuel consumption through the SFOC of a diesel engine; 

- Optimal management and exploitation of generation and BESS for fuel consumption, greenhouse gas emissions  

and in-port noise reductions; 

- Design, application and comparison of classical (RB method) and meta-heuristic (GWO) power management 

methods to optimally manage the power generation in hybrid ferries.  

 In order to examine and validate the proposed HPS system, a measured load profile of an existing ferry in Tasmania, 

Australia, is used. 

 The paper is organised as follows. The performance indicators used to evaluate the proposed system and PMS are 

presented in section II. The PMSs used in this study to optimally manage the power of the hybrid ferry are presented in 

section III. Modelling of the the proposed system components is given in section IV. The case study used and the 

corresponding proposed HPS are presented in section V. Results of the simulation and analysis are presented in Section 

VI to demonstrate the effectiveness of  HPS over AC system for short-haul ferry application. Finally, conclusions drawn 

from the results of this study are given in Section VII. 

II. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

A. Fuel consumption 

The presence of dynamic loads in marine power systems makes marine diesel engines operate at changing conditions. 

As a result, engines are not operated at their optimum loading conditions which in turn increases the fuel consumption 
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[42]. SFOC is a measure of the fuel efficiency and fuel savings of any prime mover that burns fuel and produces power 

[43]. An SFOC curve can be used to identify the optimum operating region of a given engine and thereby take measures 

to improve the fuel consumption. Typically, the optimum loading range for diesel engines is within 60% to 100% of the 

rated engine power [44]. Operating the engine in this range will significantly reduce the SFOC to lower levels. 

The SFOC can be used to estimate the fuel consumption of the on-board engines. Several methods are available in 

the literature to estimate the fuel consumption of marine engines [43, 45, 46]. Generally, these methods are used to 

estimate the fuel consumption and emissions of main and axillary engines of large marine vessels with long voyages and 

several route options. In this context, recognized values of SFOC and emissions factors are essential to estimate the fuel 

consumption and emissions [47]. Under those circumstances, the traffic emissions assessment model (STEAM2) is used 

to estimate emissions and fuel consumption of a ship’s main and axillary engine [43]. In a STEAM2 model, several data 

inputs are required such as ship speed, load profile, ship movement engine loads and fuel changes. Three relative SFOC 

for medium and large size engines provided by manufacturers were used. It was found that the relative SFOC curve of 

all three engines has the parabolic shape as shown in Fig. 1. This results in the conclusion that minimizing fuel oil 

consumption and improving the performance of engines can be achieved by running the engines at high engine loads. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The relative SFOC based on data of three manufacturers: Wärtsilä, Caterpillar and MAN [43] 

 

In this paper, a simple approach to estimate the fuel consumption for short-haul ferries is proposed. The proposed 

approach is similar to [43] in some aspects. However, in this approach, the SFOC in L/kWh is estimated rather than using 

a relative SFOC. In addition, in this approach, only the load profile is required to estimate the SFOC which is then used 

to calculate the fuel consumption of the engine. The applicability of the proposed approach is validated through a real 

case study described in section V.  

The fuel consumption in L/h at different engine loads is extracted from the manufacturer’s data sheet [48]. The SFOC 

(L/kWh) curve shown in Fig. 2 is derived by dividing the fuel consumption at each engine load by the rated engine power 

(kW). 
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Fig. 2. The SFOC curve of the 320 kW Cummins Gen-Set (Model C350 D6) 

The parabolic shape of the SFOC curve shown in Fig. 2 can be represented by a second degree polynomial function 

(quadratic function): 

𝑦 = 𝑎 𝑥2 + 𝑏 𝑥 + 𝑐       (1) 

Where a, b and c are the coefficients of the equation, x is the engine load and y is the SFOC. 

By using regression estimation, the coefficients of the second degree polynomial equation for the SFOC are calculated 

and presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. The coefficients of the SFOC equation 

Coefficient a b c 

Value 0.1691 -0.2924 0.3929 

 

Therefore, the derived quadratic equation for the SFOC can be expressed as:  

 

𝑆𝐹𝑂𝐶 = 0.1691 𝐸𝐿2 − 0.2924 𝐸𝐿 + 0.3929     (2) 

Where 𝐸𝐿 is the engine load expressed by: 

 

𝐸𝐿 =
𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑘𝑊)

𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑘𝑊)
  ; 0 ≤ 𝐸𝐿 ≤ 1   (3) 

The total fuel consumption in liters (FCtotal) of the ferry for a complete round trip is the summation of fuel consumption 

at each operating condition:  

 

𝐹𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐹𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ + 𝐹𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔        (4) 

 

Where 𝐹𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ is the fuel consumption when the ferry is berthed (at terminal) and 𝐹𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 is the fuel consumption 

when the ferry is cruising.  

The fuel consumption in liters at any operational mode can be calculated by: 

𝐹𝐶𝑚 = 𝑆𝐹𝑂𝐶𝐸𝐿(𝑃𝐸𝐿 × 𝑡𝑚)      (5) 

Where m represents the ferry operation mode (berth or cruising), 𝑆𝐹𝑂𝐶𝐸𝐿 is the value of SFOC at a specified engine 

load, 𝑃𝐸𝐿 in the instantaneous generated power at the specified engine load, and tm is the time duration in hours at the 

specified engine load.   

B. Emission reductions 

Emission reduction is an important factor in maritime transportation. Many inventories have been introduced to 

calculate and estimate emissions from marine vessels [47, 49]. Generally, estimation is based on activity and/or fuel 

consumption. An activity-based approach requires detailed data such as ship speed, engine workload, routing, location, 
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time information, ship profile and duration [50, 51]. Therefore, the activity-based approach is generally used to estimate 

the emissions from large ships [51]. A fuel-based approach is a top-down method to estimate emissions based on fuel 

consumption. In this approach, the fuel consumption/energy consumption is required to estimate emissions [51]. This 

paper uses the Entac inventory with the top-down method, as it covers the emissions estimations from ferries and requires 

only the load profile of the engine to calculate the emissions [52]. In this method, the CO2, SOX and NOX emissions are 

estimated as a function of the vessel energy consumption multiplied with an emission factor at each operating condition 

[51, 53]. Table 2 provides the equations used in estimating the emissions [52]. 

 
Table 2. Emissions estimation equations (summarized from [52]) 

 CO2 emissions, 

eCO2 (g/kWh) 

SOX emissions, eSOX 

(g/kWh) 

NOX emissions, 

eNOX (g/kWh) 

Berth 682 x output 

energy 

11.6 x output 

energy 

12 x output energy 

Cruising 620 x output 

energy 

10.5 x output 

energy 

15 x output energy 

 

III. POWER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY (PMS)  

A power management unit is essential in order to optimally reduce the operating hours of the diesel engines, run the 

engines at their maximum efficiency and maintain the battery state of charge (SOC) at a certain level. In this paper, 

deterministic control method, namely rule-based (RB) control strategy, and a meta-heuristic on-line optimization method, 

namely Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO), are proposed and implemented. Fuel consumption and emission reductions are 

used as indictors to investigate the performance of each method.  

 

A. Rule-based (RB) strategy 

This strategy uses pre-determined operational conditions (states) to control the power sharing among the two diesel-

generator sets (DGs) and the BESS. The advantages of this deterministic RB method are a low computational burden on 

the processor and relatively simple implementation [54]. Nevertheless, there can be performance degradations as it uses 

pre-determined states which could vary over time [40, 55].  

Several operating states based on battery SOC and total load power are defined in order to control the power sharing 

of each component. The flow chart of the proposed RB PMS is shown in Fig. 3. The input variables are battery SOC and 

total load power (𝑃𝐿). Outputs are the decisions to switch the DGs on/off and charge/discharge the BESS. When the SOC 

is within the lower boundary (𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛≤𝑆𝑂𝐶< 𝑆𝑂𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ) and the load power exceeds a certain limit (𝑃𝐿
𝑚𝑖𝑛), the DG starts 

to supply power and shuts down as soon as the SOC exceeds the upper limit (𝑆𝑂𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ). During low power demand (𝑃𝐿≤ 

𝑃𝐿
𝑚𝑖𝑛) when the ferry is at berth, the BESS operates in discharge mode to supply the load demand and both DGs are shut 

down. During medium power demand (𝑃𝐿
𝑚𝑖𝑛<𝑃𝐿≤ 𝑃𝐿

𝑎𝑣𝑒), only one DG operates and the BESS is either charging or 

discharging depending on the SOC value. At high load demand (𝑃𝐿>𝑃𝐿
𝑎𝑣𝑒), both DGs operate and the BESS is either at 

standby mode or at charging mode depending on the value of SOC. 
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed rule-based (RB) PMS 

B. Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO)  

The use of meta-heuristic optimization techniques has gained huge attention over the last two decades. This is due 

to their capability of solving multi-objective optimization problems with several constraints. This provides better quality 

results compared to classical optimization techniques [34]. In this context, a meta-heuristic optimization technique, 

namely Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO), is implemented. The GWO is a population-based meta-heuristic swarm 

intelligence technique. This optimization technique was proposed in 2014 by Mirjalili [56].  Several studies have 

implemented GWO and compared its results with other algorithms. These studies found that GWO provides competitive 

optimization results compared to other swarm and evolutionary algorithms such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

[56-58], differential evolution (DE) [56], gravitational search algorithm (GSA) [56, 57], genetic algorithm (GA) [58] 

and ant colony optimization (ACO) [59].  

This algorithm mimics the social behavior of the grey wolf. Grey wolves live and hunt in groups of 5 to 12 

individuals. The social hierarchy of the grey wolves is represented in Fig. 4. The highest level of the hierarchy contains 

the leader of the wolf pack, represented as alpha (α). The leader is responsible for making decisions to hunt, wake and 

sleep. The second level in the hierarchy is called beta (β). These wolves are considered as consultants to the α wolf 

which are considered as the second best wolves in the pack. They convey the orders to the lower level wolves and send 

feedback of low level wolves to α wolf. The third level wolves are called delta (δ). They obey instructions from the α 

and β wolves. The lowest level in the hierarchy is omega (ω) wolves and their role is only to follow the orders of the 

higher-level wolves.  
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Fig. 4. The social hierarchy of grey wolves  

 

One of the important social activities of grey wolves is hunting. The steps of this process include: (i) tracking, 

chasing and approaching the prey, (ii) pursuing, encircling and harassing the prey; and (iii) attacking the prey [56].  In 

order to mathematically represent the social hierarchy and hunting technique of grey wolves α is considered as the best 

solution, β the second best solution (mean solution), δ is the third best solution (worst solution) and ω is the other 

solutions. The first step in hunting is encircling the prey. The equations of this behavior are [56]: 

𝐷→ = |𝐶→. 𝑋𝑝
→(t) − X→(𝑡)|      (6) 

𝑋→(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑋𝑝
→(𝑡) − 𝐴→. 𝐷→      (7) 

Where 𝐷→ is a calculated vector used to specify a new position of the wolf, X→ is the position vector of the wolf, and 

𝑋𝑝
→ is the position of the prey 𝐴→. 𝐷→ are coefficient vectors calculated by [56]:  

𝐴→ = 2𝑎→. 𝑟1
→ − 𝑎→       (8) 

𝐶→ = 2. 𝑟2
→        (9) 

Where 𝑎→ is a vector set to decrease linearly from 2 to 0 over the iterations and 𝑟1
→ and 𝑟2

→ are random vectors in 

[0,1].  

As mentioned earlier, only the alpha wolf guides the hunting process. Therefore, it is considered the best solution. 

Beta and delta wolves are participating and assisting in the hunting process. Therefore, alpha, beta and delta are 

considered as the three first solutions. Then the other search agents update their positions according to the best search 

agents. The new position vector of each wolf is calculated by the following equations [56]: 

𝐷𝐴𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎
→ = |𝐶1

→. 𝑋𝐴𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎
→ − 𝑋→|      (10) 

𝐷𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎
→ = |𝐶2

→. 𝑋𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎
→ − 𝑋→|       (11) 

𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎
→ = |𝐶3

→. 𝑋𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎
→ − 𝑋→|      (12) 

𝑋1
→ = |𝑋𝐴𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎

→ − 𝐴1
→. 𝐷𝐴𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎

→ |      (13) 

𝑋2
→ = |  𝑋𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎

→ − 𝐴2
→. 𝐷𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎   

→ |      (14) 

𝑋3
→ = |𝑋𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎

→ − 𝐴3
→. 𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎

→ |      (15) 

𝑋→(𝑡 + 1) =
𝑋1

→+𝑋2
→+𝑋3

→

3
       (16) 

Where DAlpha
→ , DBeta

→  and DDelta
→  are calculated vectors used to specify new positions of the wolf, XAlpha

→ , XBeta
→  and 

XDelta
→  are the vectors of the grey wolf’s positions, and 𝑋1

→, 𝑋2
→ and 𝑋3

→ are the position vectors of the wolves. 

Alpha, beta and delta wolves estimate the possible positions of the prey while the simulation is running. The alpha 

solution is used as a final solution as it always provides the optimal (best) solution-set compared to beta and delta. 
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1) GWO application on a hybrid electric ferry 

The GWO tool is used to solve the power management optimization of the short-haul hybrid ferry. The main 

objective function of the optimization is to minimize the fuel consumption of DG1 and DG2. The optimization 

parameters are the DG1 power, DG2 power and battery power. Optimizing these parameters will optimize the value of 

SFOC and results in reduction of fuel consumption and emissions. The DG1 and DG2 powers are optimized based on 

running at least one DG at the optimal operating point and ensuring that the other DG is operated above the low 

operational efficiency region. This can be achieved by uniformly charging the battery in order to keep the engine 

operating at highest engine load over the entire cruising period. In addition, fuel consumption minimization includes 

shutting down the DGs at low load demand (at terminal) as DGs are required to operate only at higher load demand. 

This operation will eliminate the noises (in addition to emissions elimination) at terminal as both DGs are not operating. 

Therefore, emissions and noise reductions at berth (terminal) are then incorporated in the fuel consumption 

minimization. The main objective function of the fuel consumption minimization is presented as follow: 

   

𝐹𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ ∑(𝑆𝐹𝑂𝐶𝑛 . 𝑃𝑡𝑛 . 𝑔𝑡𝑛. ∆𝑡)

N

𝑛=1

T

𝑡=1

 (17) 

   

Where  𝐹𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total fuel consumption of the ferry (L), 𝑃𝑡𝑛 is the power generated by n-th DG at t-th time (kW), 

𝑔𝑡𝑛 is the DG operating variable (0 is “OFF” or 1 is “ON”), ∆𝑡 is the time step, t is t-th time interval, N is the number 

of DGs and 𝑆𝐹𝑂𝐶𝑛 is the specific fuel oil consumption of n-th DG represented by the following equation, 

𝑆𝐹𝑂𝐶𝑛 = [𝑎 (
𝑃𝑡𝑛

𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

)
2

− 𝑏 (
𝑃𝑡𝑛

𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

) + 𝑐] . (𝑃𝑡𝑛 × 𝑡) (18) 

Where a,b and c are the coefficients of the SFOC equation and 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑  is the DG rated power (kW). 

The optimization objective function is subjected to the following constraints: 

 Power balance constraint 

The power supplied from the generation side must be equal to the load demand for any period t, 

∑ ∑(𝑃𝑡𝑛 + 𝑃𝐵,𝑡)

N

𝑛=1

T

𝑡=1

= 𝑃𝐿,𝑡 (19) 

Where 𝑃𝐵,𝑡 is the BESS power at t-th time (kW) and 𝑃𝐿,𝑡 is the load power at t-th time. 

 Power constraints of DG units 

The power generated from each DG must be within the allowable limit 

𝑃𝑛
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑃𝑛 ≤ 𝑃𝑛

𝑚𝑎𝑥  (20) 

Where 𝑃𝑛 is the power generated by n-th generator (kW), and 𝑃𝑛
𝑚𝑖𝑛and 𝑃𝑛

𝑚𝑎𝑥  are the minimum and maximum power 

limit of the DGs (kW). 

 BESS constraints 

The battery power must be within the allowable limit. The maximum and minimum power of the BESS is determined 

based on the battery datasheet and complying with the load profile. These limits can be obtained by proper sizing of the 

BESS based on the measured load profile. The BESS constraints are as follow: 

𝑃𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑃𝐵 ≤ 𝑃𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥  (21) 

𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎 ≤ 𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎

𝑚𝑎𝑥  (22) 

𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎 ≤ 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎

𝑚𝑎𝑥  (23) 

𝐸𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝐸𝐵 ≤ 𝐸𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥  (24) 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑆𝑂𝐶 ≤ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥  (25) 

Where: 
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𝑃𝐵,𝑡 = 𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎,𝑡 × (1 − 𝑏𝑡) − 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎,𝑡 × 𝑏𝑡 (26) 

𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎,𝑡 =
𝑃𝐿,𝑡

η𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎

 ; 𝑃𝐿,𝑡 ≤ 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥  (27) 

𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎,𝑡 = (1 −
𝐸𝐵,𝑡𝑐

𝐸𝐵
𝑚𝑎𝑥) × 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎

𝑚𝑎𝑥 × η𝑐ℎ𝑎  ; 𝑃𝐿,𝑡 > 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥  (28) 

𝐸𝐵,𝑡 = 𝐸𝐵,𝑡−1 + [𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎,𝑡 × (1 − 𝑏𝑡) − 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎,𝑡 × 𝑏𝑡]. ∆𝑡 (29) 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑡 = (
𝐸𝐵,𝑡

𝐸𝐵
𝑚𝑎𝑥) × 100% (30) 

Where 𝑃𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑃𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the minimum and maximum BESS power (kW), 𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎  and 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎,𝑡 are the discharging 

and charging power of the battery (kW), 𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑖𝑛  and 𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎

𝑚𝑎𝑥  are the minimum and maximum discharging power (kW), 

𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎

𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the minimum and maximum charging power (kW), 𝐸𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛and 𝐸𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥  are the minimum and maximum 

BESS energy (kWh), 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥  are the minimum and maximum state of charge of the BESS,  η𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎 and 

η𝑐ℎ𝑎 are the discharging and charging efficiency of the battery, 𝐸𝐵,𝑡 is the BESS energy at t-th time (kWh), 𝑏𝑡 is the 

BESS operating variable at t-th time [‘0’ discharge, ‘1’ charge], 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑡 is the BESS state of charge at t-th time,  

𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥 is used as a threshold value to differentiate between load demand interval (usually at terminal) and high 

demand interval (usually while cruising). When the load demand is less than the maximum charging power (𝑃𝐿,𝑡 ≤

𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥), the ferry is at the low demand interval (at terminal). When the load demand is more than the maximum charging 

power (𝑃𝐿,𝑡 > 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥), the ferry in at the high demand interval (cruising). 

 GHG emissions constraints 

The DGs are the GHG emissions source in the system. Therefore, the emissions constraints are designed to ensure 

that the emissions at terminal (berth) are always zero. The berth and cruising emissions are calculated based on Table 

2.  

𝑒𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ = 0 ; 𝑃𝐿,𝑡 ≤ 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥  (31) 

𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 ≤ 𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥  ; 𝑃𝐿,𝑡 > 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥  (32) 

Where 𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum emissions limit in g/kWh (when both generators are operated at their maximum capacity), 

𝑒𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ and 𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 are the emissions at berth (terminal) and while cruising calculated by the following equations: 

𝑒𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ = 𝑒𝐶𝑂2
𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ + 𝑒𝑆𝑂𝑋

𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ + 𝑒𝑁𝑂𝑋
𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ (33) 

𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑒𝐶𝑂2

𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
+ 𝑒𝑆𝑂𝑋

𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
+ 𝑒𝑁𝑂𝑋

𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
 (34) 

Where 𝑒𝐶𝑂2
𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ ,  𝑒𝑆𝑂𝑋

𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ and 𝑒𝑁𝑂𝑋
𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ  are the 𝐶𝑂2 , 𝑆𝑂𝑋 and 𝑁𝑂𝑋  emissions at berth (g/kWh) and 𝑒𝐶𝑂2

𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
,  𝑒𝑆𝑂𝑋

𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
, 

𝑒𝑁𝑂𝑋

𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
are the the 𝐶𝑂2,𝑆𝑂𝑋and 𝑁𝑂𝑋 emissions while cruising (g/kWh). 

 Blackout prevention constraints 

Blackout prevention constraints are important to ensure reliability and security of the power system. The differences 

between the maximum power at generation side (including BESS) and the maximum load power must be more than 

or equal to zero.  

𝑁 × 𝑔𝑡𝑛 × 𝑃𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥+𝑃𝐵,𝑡

𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝐿,𝑡 ≥ 0 (35) 

Where 𝑃𝐵,𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum power of the BESS at t-th time (kW) and it can be calculated by: 

𝑃𝐵,𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎

𝑚𝑎𝑥 × (1 − 𝑏𝑡) − 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝑏𝑡 (36) 

 

The GWO algorithm for fuel consumption minimization of the short-haul hybrid ferry has been implemented using 

MATLAB software. The GWO parameter values used during the simulation are maximum number of iterations = 1000, 
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number of search agents = 30 and problem dimensions is equal to three. The flowchart of fuel consumption minimization 

using GWO is shown in Fig. 5. 

Start

Load all data of DGs, BESS and load profile of the ferry

Initialize the GWO input parameters i.e. search agents, maximum 
iteration 

Initialize random positions of DGs matrix of search agents using 
the following formula 

Position=Pmin+rand ()*(Pmax-Pmin) 

Check the constraints in (19)-(36)

Are the constraint 
limits satisfied? 

No

Yes

Calculate the fuel consumption value for each search agent

Calculate the optimum value of fuel consumption 

Calculate α score, β score, and δ score 

Set α score as best optimum value, β score as second best 
optimum value and δ as third best optimum value

Set the iteration number to iter=1

Initialize A and C using equations (8) and (9)

Update α, β and δ positions using (10)-(16)

Check α, β and δ new positions with constraint limits

Are the constraint 
limits satisfied? 

Increase the iteration number by one 

No

Yes

Number of iteration 
exceeded?

No

Yes

Store the optimum power values

End
 

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the power management strategy using GWO 
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IV. SYSTEM MODELING 

A. Loads 

Usually the main load of a fixed route short haul ferry is the propulsion load while the service load takes a small 

portion of the total load. To simplify the model representation of the propulsion load, a variable resistance is used to 

represent the propulsion load. The load profile in kW is converted into a pure resistance values by the following equation: 

𝑅 =
𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠

2

𝑃𝐿
         (37) 

where Vbus is the measured voltage at the bus and PL is the load power in kW.  

 

The total resistance value of the load profile is distributed to the main load and secondary load. The main load is 

considered as a propulsion load as it is considered the largest load while the secondary load is the service load. The 

resistance distribution of the load profile can be calculated by:  

𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 = λ𝑝  𝑅        (38) 

𝑅𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣 = λ𝑠𝑅       (39) 

where 𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 is the propulsion load resistance (Ω), 𝑅𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣 is the service load resistance (Ω), λ𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 is the ratio of propulsion 

load and λ𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣  is the ratio of service load. 

B. Diesel Gen-Set (DGs) 

Diesel generators are considered as the main power source in the vessel. The diesel generator specifications are used 

based on Cummins DG specifications [48]. Table 3 provides the technical specification of the existing DGs. 

Table 3. Diesel set specifications (summarized from [48]) 

Generator specifications 

Model C350 D6  Output power (kWe) 320 

S rating (kVA) 400 Output voltage (V) 416 

P.f 0.8 Phase 3 

Frequency (Hz) 60   

Engine Specifications 

Manufacturer Cummins Model NTA855 G3 

Output – Prime (kWm) 358 No. of cylinders 6 in- line 

Rated speed (rpm) 1800   

 

The synchronous round rotor machine is used to model the diesel generator. For simulation, transient and sub transient 

parameter values are converted to fundamental per-unit parameters based on classical definitions. 

The synchronous machine equations are expressed with respect to a rotating reference frame defined by the equation 

𝜃𝑒(𝑡) = 𝑁𝑝𝜃𝑟(𝑡)       (40) 

where θe is the electrical angle, 𝑁𝑝is the number of pole pairs, and θr is the rotor angle. 

The model of the diesel gen-set contains sub-models for the synchronous round rotor machine, speed governor and 

automatic voltage regulator. The governor, which comes as an electronic controller, regulate the diesel fuel supply to the 

engine which in turn control the rotational speed of the rotor(𝜔). The controller lets the frequency vary in proportion to 

the active power (P) of the load. The block diagrams of the droop speed controller is shown in Fig. 6. 

+
-

wref

w

Governor Engine Generator+
-

TEng w

TLoad

Fuel

kP

-

P

 
Fig. 6. Block diagram of the speed controller of the DG [60] 

C. Battery Sizing 

A BESS is used to reduce the diesel fuel consumption by supplying electricity to loads at low demand conditions at 

the terminal. The size capacity of the BESS is calculated by the following equation: 

𝐸𝐵 = 𝑁𝑆𝐸𝑇,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 0.2 × 𝑁𝑆𝐸𝑇,𝑚𝑎𝑥      (41) 
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𝐸𝐵 = 𝑁𝑆𝐸𝑇,𝑚𝑎𝑥(1 + 0.2)      (42) 

Where 𝐸𝐵 is the energy capacity of the battery pack in kWh, 𝑁𝑆 is the number of stops per one round-trip and 𝐸𝑇,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is 

the highest energy at one terminal in kWh. The constant 0.2 represents the minimum SOC (80% DOD) recommended 

from several marine battery manufacturers to maintain a reasonable cycle life of the battery [61, 62]. Looking into 

different marine battery manufacturers, the battery module specification shown in Table 4 is considered in this study [61]. 

Table 4. Battery module specifications 

Manufacturer Model Cell 

Chemistry 

Energy 

(kWh) 

Capacity 

(Ah) 

Voltage Range (V) Max. discharge 

power 

𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥  (kW) 

Max. charging 

power 

𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (kW) 

Cycle 

Life at  
80% 

DoD Max Nominal Min 

PBES Power 65 NMC 6.5 75 100 88.8 77 45 22.5 15000 

The number of battery modules in the BESS is determined based on the total energy required. In other words, the total 

energy capacity of the battery pack must be larger than or equal to the maximum energy required by the load. The battery 

modules can be arranged into several different configurations depending on the voltage level and the current capacity 

required. The two common battery configurations are parallel and series configurations as shown in Fig. 7. The parallel 

configuration provides more current capacity (Ah) than series configuration. Hence, parallel configuration is used for 

high current low voltage applications while series configuration is applicable for low current and high voltage 

applications.  

Module 1
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+

-
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Fig. 7. Battery module configurations: (a) Series configuration and (b) Parallel configuration 

 

D. Inverter 

An inverter is used to convert the DC voltage from the DC bus to AC voltage at the required voltage level and 

frequency to drive the propulsion motors. A schematic diagram of the inverter is shown in Fig. 8.  
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Fig. 8. The equivalent circuit of the average inverter 

 

The power, resistance, and currents are defined by 

𝑃𝐴𝐶 = −𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑎 − 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑏 − 𝑣𝑐𝑖𝑐      (43) 

𝑅𝐷𝐶 =
𝑣𝐷𝐶

2

𝑃𝐴𝐶+𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑
       (44) 
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𝑖 =
𝑉𝐷𝐶

𝑅𝐷𝐶
         (45) 

 

where ia, ib, ic are the respective AC phase currents flowing into the inverter, PAC is the power output on the AC 

side, Pfixed is the fixed power loss that is specified on the block, RDC is the resistance on the DC side, and i is the current 

flowing from the positive to the negative terminals of the inverter. 

The ratio of Vrms to Vdc is chosen to be 0.7797 based on the following equation [63]. 

𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 − 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) =
√6

𝜋
𝑉𝐷𝐶      (46) 

 

E. Rectifier 

The rectifier is used to convert three-phase AC voltage to DC voltage. The average rectifier model produce a full-

wave output using the six-pulse rectifier. The schematic diagram of the six-pulse rectifier is shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9. The equivalent circuit of the average rectifier 

The output voltage of the rectifier 𝑉𝑑𝑐 is: 

𝑉𝐷𝐶 =
3√2

𝜋
× 𝑉𝑅𝑀𝑆        (47) 

where 

𝑉𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √
(𝑣𝑎−𝑣𝑏)2+(𝑣𝑏−𝑣𝑐)2+(𝑣𝑐−𝑣𝑎)2

3
       (48) 

𝑣𝑎 , 𝑣𝑏 , 𝑣𝑐 are the respective AC input phase voltages. 

The power into the rectifier is defined in the following equation: 

𝑃𝐴𝐶 = 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 + 𝑃𝐷𝐶        (49) 

The DC power output from the rectifier is: 

𝑃𝐷𝐶 = 𝑃𝐴𝐶 − 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠        (50) 

The power loss drawn by the rectifier is: 

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
𝑉𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑
        (51) 

where 𝑉𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the rated voltage at the AC side and 𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑  is the phase series resistance in an equivalent wye connected 

load. 

F. DC-DC Converter 

To incorporate the BESS to the HPS, a DC-DC converter is normally used. A behavioural model of a bidirectional 

DC-DC converter is used to regulate and convert the DC voltage of the battery from one voltage level to another. In 

addition, the converter is used to regulate and stabilize voltage at the dc bus. The output voltage of the converter is defined 

by:  
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𝑣 = 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐷 + 𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡      (52) 

where vref is the DC bus voltage set point, and D is the value for the output voltage droop with an output current parameter.  

The block parameters of the DC-DC converter are shown in Table 5. 
Table 5. DC-DC converter block parameters 

DC bus voltage reference (Vref) 520 V 

Related output power 200 kW 

Droop parameterization By voltage droop with 

output current 

Output voltage droop with output current 0.05 

Power direction Unidirectional 

Maximum expected supply-side current 135 A 

 

V. CASE STUDY 

A. Description of ferry and voyage 

Bruny Island is located off the south-eastern coast of Tasmania, Australia, and encompasses approximately 363 

square kilometers; it is considered a popular tourist attraction. Access to Bruny Island is available by two ferries, namely 

Mirambeena and Bowen. In this paper, Bowen ferry is selected as the case study. Bowen ferry operates between Kettring 

(terminal 1) and Bruny Island (terminal 2) as shown in Fig. 10.  

 
Fig. 10. The examined ferry route 

The specifications of Bowen ferry are given in Table 6. The ferry operates six days a week and performs 42 round 

trips per week (7 round trips per day) during the peak period. 

Table 6. Ferry specifications 

Bowen ferry specifications and voyage descriptions 

Ferry 

capacity 

Less than 30 

vehicles 

Service speed 7 knots Length 35 m 

Powering 2 x 400 kVA 

(320 kW)  

Fuel type  Diesel Breadth 15 m 

Travel 

distance 

6.2 km (round – 

trip) 

Travel 

duration 

60 minutes 

(round trip) 

Propulsion 2 x Azimuth 

thrusters 

 

The single-line diagram of the existing AC power system is shown in Fig.11. The model includes two DGs, propulsion 

loads and a service load. 
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Fig. 11. Single-line diagram of the existing ferry power system 

 

The measured load profile of the ferry is shown in Fig. 12. 

 

Fig. 12. The measured load profile of Bowen Ferry 

According to the measured load profile, the ferry requires a total energy of 200.175 kWh to complete one round trip. The 

energy consumption for each operational condition is shown in Fig. 13. The energy consumption at terminal, which also 

covers the manoeuvring period, occurs below 67 kW, while energy consumption at cruising covering the manoeuvring 

period occurs above 67 kW. As this ferry is a single deck ferry, the wind effect is negligible. In addition, as the ferry is 

operated within an area enclosed by land (as this ferry is a short-haul ferry which operates for short distances only), the 

wave effect is also negligible. In the first cruising period, the ferry was fully loaded with the maximum vehicles capacity 

(30 cars). In the second cruising period, the load on the ferry was less than the first cruising period. As results, in the 

second cruising period, the thrusters require less power. 
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Fig. 13. The measured energy consumption for each operating condition 

As mentioned in section IV.A, the load profile in kW is converted into a pure resistance value. The ratio of propulsion 

load to the total load λ𝑝 is set to 0.9 while the ratio of service load to the total load λ𝑠 is set to 0.1.  Fig. 14 shows the 

voltage, current and resistance value of each propulsion load. 

 
Fig. 14. Voltage, current and resistance of propulsion load 1 and 2 

 

B. Proposed HPS with DC distribution 

As the ferry terminal at Kettering is close to a residential area, emissions and noise produced by the on-board DGs is 

a concern. The emissions produced by the DGs cause direct impacts to the heath of people living near the ferry terminal. 

To overcome these issues, a BESS based HPS solution is proposed in this paper, where the engines are turned off when 

the ferry is in and around the terminals. For this purpose, the DC distribution system is proposed to replace the existing 

AC distribution system of the ferry. The single-line diagram of the proposed HPS with DC distribution is shown in Fig.15. 

The model includes two DGs, BESS, DC-DC converter, rectifiers, inverter, propulsion loads and service load. 
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Fig. 15. The single-line diagram of the proposed HPS 

The battery module specifications used for this case study are provided in Table 4. According to Fig. 12 and Fig.13, 

the maximum energy consumption (𝐸𝑇,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) occurred at terminal 2. Therefore, 𝐸𝑇,𝑚𝑎𝑥  is equal to the total energy 

consumption at terminal 2 which is 11.42 kWh. 

By using equation (42), the total energy required from the BESS at berth is found to be 27.408 kWh. However, as 

there are two cruising periods in the one round trip, the battery pack can be charged in each cruising period. Therefore, 

the energy required from the battery pack can be reduced to half. As a result, the size capacity of the BESS can be 13.704 

kWh. This will significantly reduce the initial cost of the battery system.  

As the voltage at the DC bus is 520 V and the required energy capacity is low, the suitable configuration for the 

battery modules is the series configuration.  Therefore, based on battery specifications provided in Table 4, three battery 

modules are considered to form the battery pack as shown in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16. Battery modules configuration in the battery pack 

Based on the above, the specifications of the BESS pack are shown in Table 7. 

 
Table 7. BESS parameters 

Nominal 

Voltage (V) 

Rated Current 

(Ah) 

Energy 

Capacity  
𝐸𝐵 (kWh) 

SOC (%) Max. discharge 

power 

𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥  (kW) 

Max. charging 

power 

𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (kW) 

Charge/Discharge 

Efficiency (%) 

Min Max 

266.4 75 19.98 20 100 135 67.5 98 
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C. Fuel consumption indicator 

Based on equation (2), the complete SFOC curve of the ferry’s main engine is presented in Fig .17. 

 
Fig. 17. The estimated SFOC curve of the existing diesel engine 

 

DGs are generally considered as the main source of power in a hybrid ship power system. They provide continues 

supply which maintains the voltage and meets the average load demand. Whenever there are fluctuations in the load the 

BESS is used. To effectively run the diesel engine, it should operate only at its high operational efficiency range, that 

is from 60% to 100% of its rated power as shown in Fig 17. This attributes to lowering the fuel consumption of the 

diesel engine. As shown in Fig. 17, the optimal SFOC is 0.266 L/kWh at 86.5 % engine load. According to the proposed 

PMS, when the load demand is low, the BESS is operated as the main power supply source. This helps to lower the 

operating hours of the DGs which reduces fuel consumption, emissions and maintenance costs of the diesel generators, 

and increase fuel savings and the life time of the diesel generator. In addition, operating the BESS as the main power 

supply at low load demand (when ferry is at terminal) eliminates the noise from DGs. 

Based on the measured power consumption profile and by using equations (2) - (5), the SFOC and fuel consumption 

for (DG 1) and (DG 2) are calculated and shown in Fig. 18.  

 

Fig. 18. SFOC and fuel consumption (FC) of DG 1 and DG2 
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The total fuel consumption of the ferry is 57.7 L, which consists of fuel consumption of DG 1 at 31.5 L and the fuel 

consumption of DG 2 at 26.6 L. Table 8 shows the fuel consumption for both engines at each terminal and at different 

operating conditions. 

Table 8. The fuel consumption of each DG and total fuel consumption of the existing ferry 

 

Fuel consumption at berth (L) Fuel consumption while cruising (L) Total fuel consumption 

for complete round trip 

(L) 
At Terminal 

1 

At Terminal 

2 

At berth 

(T1 + T2) 

While  

Cruising 1 

While  

Cruising 2 

While cruising 

(C1 + C2) 

DG 1 1.23 1.19 2.42 15.14 13.93 29.07 

 DG 2 2.16 3.30 5.46 12.06 8.71 20.77 

Total 3.38 4.49 7.87 27.20 22.63 49.83 57.70 

In order to calculate the fuel cost, the average price of diesel fuel of AUD$ 1.405 per liter in Tasmania is used 

(provided by the Australian Institute of Petroleum). Hence, the total fuel cost of one round trip is AUD$ 81.07.  

D. Emissions indicator 

 In order to estimate the emissions produced by the ferry, measured energy consumption at berth and while cruising 

for the existing ferry system is used. Table 9 shows the CO2, SOX and NOX emissions from the ferry per one round trip. 

Table 9. The emissions produced by the ferry in one round trip 

  
CO2 emissions, ECO2 

(g/trip) 

SOX emissions, 

ESOX (g/trip) 

NOX emissions, ENOX 

(g/trip) 

Total emissions 

(g/trip) 

Berth 13572.48 230.85 238.81 14042.15 

Cruising 111769.67 1892.87 2704.11 116366.65 

Total 125342.16 2123.73 2942.92 130408.80 

E. Ferry PMS parameters 

The values used in the PMS of the proposed hybrid system are given in Table 10. 

Table 10. PMS parameters of the proposed hybrid ferry 

PMS parameters 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 100 % 𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑖𝑛  0 kW 𝑃𝑛

𝑚𝑖𝑛 0 kW 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 100 % 𝑃𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥  135 kW 𝑃𝑛

𝑚𝑎𝑥 320 kW 

𝑆𝑂𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 90 % 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑖𝑛 0 N 2 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 20 % 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎
𝑚𝑎𝑥 67 kW 𝑃𝐿

𝑚𝑎𝑥 640 kW 

𝑃𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛 -135 kW 𝐸𝐵

𝑚𝑖𝑛 3.996 kWh 𝑃𝐿
𝑎𝑣𝑒 320 kW 

𝑃𝐵
𝑚𝑎𝑥 67.5 kW 𝐸𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥 19.98 kWh 𝑃𝐿
𝑚𝑖𝑛 67 kW 

𝜂𝑐ℎ𝑎 0.98 𝜂𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎 0.98 𝑁𝑆 2 

 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The ferry takes 60 minutes to perform a complete round trip. The measured load profile is inserted into the MATLAB 

Simulink® simulation platform. The simulation of the existing AC system is performed to validate the model and estimate 

the SFOC, fuel consumption and emissions. Then, the HPS is simulated for same ferry operation with different PMSs to 

investigate the reduction of SFOC, fuel consumption and emissions compared with existing AC system. In addition, a 

performance comparison between classical and meta-heuristic PMSs used for the short-haul hybrid ferry is conducted. 

A. Existing AC system 

The existing AC system is modeled in Simulink. The measured load profile and the fuel consumption of the ferry are 

used to validate the accuracy of the simulation model. 

From section V.C, the fuel consumption of the ferry based on the measured load profile is found to be 57.7 L. The 

simulation results of the model provided a total fuel consumption of 59.17 L as shown in Table 11. The error percentage 

between the calculated fuel consumption based on actual data and the simulated fuel consumption is 2.484 %. This 

percentage validated the accuracy of the simulation model.  
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Table 11. The comparison between the actual fuel consumption and the simulated fuel consumption 

  

Fuel Consumption of DG 

1 (L) 

Fuel Consumption of 

DG 2 (L) 
Total fuel Consumption (L) 

Calculated 31.5 26.2 57.7 

Simulated 33.1 26.07 59.17 

Total error (%)   2.484 

The simulation outputs of generated powers from the two existing DGs and the load power are depicted in Fig. 19. 

The simulation results of the fuel consumption and generated powers show acceptable agreement between the measured 

load data and the simulated load profile from the model. This validated that the model is accurate with accuracy 

percentage of 97.516 %. 

 
Fig. 19. Simulation output of power generated from diesel gen-sets 

As can be seen from Fig. 19, both DGs are operated all the time. From 0 to 14 minutes and 30 to 45 minutes, the ferry 

is berthed at the terminal. The two DGs are operated to supply the load. In both periods, each DG is operated in the low 

operational efficiency range where each diesel engine generates approximately 20 kW (6.5 % of the engine rated load) 

in the period from 0 to 14 minutes and 25 kW (8.2 % of engine rated load) in the period from 30 to 45 minutes. 

The simulation output of the fuel consumption when the ferry is berthed both at terminal 1 and 2 (𝐹𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ) is 8.43 L. 

Table 12 shows the fuel consumption obtained from the simulation model. 

Table 12. The fuel consumption obtained from the simulation model 

  

  

Fuel consumption at berth (L) Fuel consumption while cruising (L) Total fuel consumption 

for complete round trip 

(L) 
At 

Terminal 1 

At 

Terminal 2 

At berth 

(T1 + T2) 

While 

Cruising 1 

While 

Cruising 2 

While cruising 

(C1 + C2) 

DG 1 1.45 1.52 2.97 15.69 14.09 29.77 
  DG 2 2.18 3.28 5.46 12.14 8.83 20.97 

Total 3.62 4.80 8.43 27.83 22.92 50.75 59.17 

At the first cruising period from 15 to 29 minutes, DG 1 and DG 2 are operated at approximately 78 % and 57 % of 

rated engine load respectively. The corresponding fuel consumption during cruising period 1 (𝐹𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔1) is about 27.83 

L. At the second cruising period from 46 to 59 minutes, DG 1 operates at approximately 230 kW (71.8 % of rated engine 

load) while DG 2 operates from 155 kW to 107 kW (48.4 % to 33.4 % of rated engine load). The corresponding fuel 

consumption during cruising period 2 (𝐹𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔2) is about 22.92 L. As a result, the total fuel consumption of both DGs 

while cruising (𝐹𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔) is 50.57 L. Based on the simulation result, the fuel cost of one round trip is AUD$ 83.13.  

From simulation results, the total energy required for one round trip is 202.903 kWh which consists of 20.98 kWh at 

berth and 181.93 kWh while cruising. The simulation results show acceptable agreement between the measured energy 

consumption, which is 200.175 kWh, and the simulated energy consumption, which is 202.903 kWh. 

Based on the energy consumption output from the simulation model and the equations in Table 2, the CO2, SOX and 

NOX emissions are calculated for both DGs and depicted in Table 13. 
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Table 13. The emissions obtained from the simulation model of the AC system 

  
CO2 emissions, ECO2 

(g/trip) 

SOX emissions, 

ESOX (g/trip) 

NOX emissions, ENOX 

(g/trip) 

Berth 14306.27 243.33 251.72 

Cruising 112794.20 1910.22 2728.89 

Total 127100.47 2153.56 2980.62 

 

B. HPS using Rule-Based method (HPS-RB) 

The validated Simulink model of the existing AC system is then modified to the HPS with DC distribution as depicted 

in Fig.15. As the proposed system consists of multi energy sources (DGs and BESS), a PMS is essential to ensure optimal 

sharing and operation of the system. In this sub-section, the proposed HPS is simulated with RB method as the PMS. The 

simulation output of the power generated by DG 1 and DG 2, load power and BESS power are shown in Fig. 20 and the 

SOC of the BESS is shown in Fig. 21. 

 
Fig. 20. The simulation output power of the proposed HPS-RB 

 
Fig. 21. The SOC of the BESS with HPS-RB 
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At the period from 0 to 14 minutes and 30 to 45 minutes, when the ferry is at the terminal, the load power is less than 

the lower load power boundary of the controller as shown in Fig. 20 and the battery SOC is at the upper boundary as 

shown in Fig. 21. Therefore, the controller disconnected both DGs and discharged the battery in order to supply the load 

demand. This provides quieter operation and zero emissions as the ferry is in the terminal and close to a residential area. 

As both DGs are disconnected at this period, the 𝐹𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ is equal to zero.  

At the first cruising period from 15 to 29 minutes, both DGs are running at their high operational efficiency range by 

generating 256 kW each. At this period, the battery SOC is at the low boundary limit as shown in Fig. 21. Therefore, the 

battery is in the charging mode. At t = 24, the battery starts to operate in standby mode as the battery’s SOC reaches the 

allowable limit after the battery is being charged. As a result, the fuel consumption of the first cruising period  𝐹𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔1 

is 30.74 L. At the second cruising period from 46 to 59 minutes, the controller connects both DGs and charges the battery 

as the load demand is increased and the battery SOC reaches the lower boundary. Each DG is operated at their high 

operational efficiency range by generating 236 kW to 210 kW (73.7% to 65.6 % of rated engine load). The controller is 

responsible for charging the battery only when both DGs are running at their high efficiency range and the battery SOC 

is at the lower boundary. Therefore, the battery is still charging, as the battery SOC has not reached a certain value set by 

the controller. At t = 58, the battery SOC reaches the allowable limit as shown in Fig.21. Due to that, the controller 

switches the battery to the standby mode. As a result, the fuel consumption in the second cruising period 𝐹𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔2 is 

26.7. Therefore, the total fuel consumption of both DGs while cruising (𝐹𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔) is 57.45 L. Overall, the total 𝐹𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 

for one round trip (60 minutes) of the HPS using RB (HPS-RB) is 57.45 L. Table 14 shows the fuel consumption obtained 

from the simulation model of HPS-RB. 

Table 14. The fuel consumption obtained from HPS-RB 

 

Fuel consumption at 

berth (L) 

Fuel consumption while cruising (L) Total fuel consumption for complete 

round trip (L) 
While Cruising 1 While Cruising 2 While cruising (C1 + C2) 

DG 1 0.00 15.37 13.35 28.72 
 

DG 2 0.00 15.37 13.35 28.72 

Total 0.00 30.74 26.70 57.45 57.45 

The controller successfully achieves a good power sharing among the two DGs and BESS by operating both engines 

at their high efficiency range and discharges the battery at a low demand period when the ferry is at the terminal in order 

to reduce the fuel consumption and eliminate noise and emissions. However, as such classical PMS is set based on pre-

determined conditions, the controller equally shares the power between DGs and runs them at their high operational range 

rather than optimal operation point. In addition, it is recommended to charge the battery at a lower charging rate in order 

to keep the power generated from DGs at the high operational range when the load demand decreases. For example, as 

shown in Fig 21, the battery is turned to standby mode at t = 25. This results in a reduction from 80 % to 67 % of engine 

load which results in a corresponding increment in SFOC from 0.26720 L/kWh to 0.2734 L/kWh.  Therefore, it is 

recommended to charge the battery at a uniform charging rate over the complete cruising period to keep the diesel engines 

operating at a higher engine load.  

The total energy consumption is found to be 210.67 kWh which is mainly occurred while cruising. The CO2, SOX and 

NOX emissions are calculated for both DGs and depicted in Table 15. 

Table 15. Emissions obtained from HPS-RB 

  
CO2 emissions, ECO2 

(g/trip) 

SOX emissions, 

ESOX (g/trip) 

NOX emissions, ENOX 

(g/trip) 

Berth 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Cruising 130614.67 2212.02 3160.03 

Total 130614.67 2212.02 3160.03 

 

C. HPS using Grey Wolf Optmization (HPS-GWO) 

GWO is used to optimally manage the power sharing of the proposed HPS. As seen from the objective function of 

Eq. (17), the objective of optimization is to minimize the fuel consumption of DG1 and DG2 subject to the constraints 

explained in Eqs. (18)-(36). The main optimization parameters are the DG1 power, DG2 power and battery power. 

Optimizing those parameters will optimize the value of SFOC and results in reduction of fuel consumption.  The power 

optimization results of the optimization parameters DG 1 power, DG 2 power and battery power are shown in Fig. 22 

and the SOC of the BESS is shown in Fig. 23. 
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Fig. 22. The simulation output power of the proposed HPS-GWO 

 

 
Fig. 23. The SOC of the BESS with HPS-GWO 

At the period from 0 to 14 minutes and 30 to 45 minutes, when the ferry is at berth, the load power is less than the 

lower load power boundary and the battery SOC is at the upper boundary as shown in Fig. 23. Therefore, both DGs are 

off and the BESS is in the discharging mode. This provide quieter operation and zero emissions as the ferry is in the 

terminal and close to a residential area.  As both DGs are disconnected at this period, the 𝐹𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ is equal to zero.  

At the first cruising period from 15 to 29 minutes, DG 1 is operated at its optimal operational point which is 86.5 % 

of engine load (277 kW). This results in a minimal SFOC of 0.266 L/kWh. In addition, DG 2 is maintained at 

approximately 58 % to 63 % engine load by uniformly charging the battery over the complete cruising period. As a result, 

the fuel consumption of the first cruising period  𝐹𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔1 is 29.70 L. At the second cruising period from 46 to 59 

minutes, DG1 is also operated at its optimal operational point while DG2 is varying above the low operational efficiency 

range. This results in a fuel consumption of 25.05 L in the second cruising period. Therefore, the total fuel consumption 

of both DGs while cruising (𝐹𝐶𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔) is 54.75 L. Overall, the total 𝐹𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 for one round trip (60 minutes) of the HPS 

with a GWO based power management strategy is 54.75 L. Table 16 shows the fuel consumption obtained by HPS-GWO. 
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Table 16. Fuel consumption obtained from HPS-GWO 

  

Fuel 

consumption at 

berth (L) 

Fuel consumption while cruising (L) Total fuel consumption for 

complete round trip (L) 
While Cruising 1 While Cruising 2 While cruising (C1 + C2) 

DG 1 0.00 18.09 16.84 34.93   

DG 2 0.00 11.61 8.21 19.82 

Total  0.00 29.70 25.05 54.75 54.75 

The total energy consumption is found to be 201.142 kWh, which is mainly occurred while cruising. The CO2, SOX 

and NOX emissions are calculated for both DGs and depicted in Table 17. 

Table 17. Emissions obtained from HPS-GWO 

  
CO2 emissions, ECO2 

(g/trip) 

SOX emissions, 

ESOX (g/trip) 

NOX emissions, ENOX 

(g/trip) 

Berth 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Cruising 124707.73 2111.99 3017.12 

Total 124707.73 2111.99 3017.12 

 

D. Comparison  

The main optimization parameters are powers of DG1, DG2 and battery. These parameters are optimized in order to 

keep the SFOC of the engine at optimal operational point and above low operational efficiency region. This results in 

fuel consumption reduction. The effect of those parameters on the SFOC and hence the fuel consumption of engine are 

summarized below. 

Effects of the DG powers (DG1 and DG2) on the SFOC: As per Eq. (2) and corresponding Fig. 17, the increase of 

the generated power from the DG reduces the SFOC value until a certain point (optimal point) then it starts to increase 

slightly with the increase of DG power. Fig. 17 depict the effect of the variation of engine load (DG power) on the SFOC. 

As shown in this Fig. 17, the optimal SFOC point is 0.266 L/kWh at 86.5 % engine load (277 kW) which falls in the high 

operational efficiency region. In the high operational efficiency region, the maximum SFOC increment compared to the 

optimal point is 4.51 %. In the low operational efficiency region, the maximum and minimum SFOC are 0.391 L/kWh 

and 0.330 L/kWh at 1 % and 25 % engine load respectively (3.2 kW and 80 kW). In this region, the maximum and 

minimum SFOC increment compared to the optimal point are 46.99 % and 24.04 % respectively. Therefore, optimizing 

the power output of DG will results in more fuel consumption reduction. 

Effects of battery power on SFOC: The battery is used to supply power when the ferry operated at low demand (at 

terminal). The use of the battery as a main power supply at terminal will reduce the total fuel consumption and eliminate 

emissions and noises as both DGs are not operating. At cruising periods, when the battery is charging, the power of the 

battery is optimized in the way that it gets charged in a uniform rate of charge. This will increase the load on the on-board 

DGs which will make the DGs operate at higher engine load over the complete cruising period. This will results in 

operating the engines above the low efficiency region over the entire cruising period which results in minimizing the 

SFOC and hence the fuel consumption. 

The results of the SFOC and fuel consumption using RB method and GWO method compared to the existing AC 

system are shown in Fig. 24 and Table. 18. In the existing AC system, both DGs are operated at all times. As it can be 

seen from Fig. 24, both DGs are operated at low engine load at terminal 1 and 2. This attribute to significant increase in 

the SFOC. The results show that the proposed HPS using RB and GWO method provide 100 % reduction of SFOC at 

terminals (at berth) as both DGs are switched off and the BESS supplies power to the load. This results in a quiet operation 

(no noise from the DGs as both are switched off) and eliminates emissions at the terminal which is close to a residential 

area.  In addition, as shown in Fig. 24, DG1 and DG2 produce same SFOC by using RB method, as both DGs are equally 

share the load power. In contrast, by using GWO method, DG1 always operates at optimal SFOC while DG2 is dealing 

with the load variation above the low operational efficiency range. Moreover, the operating hours of DG2 is reduced by 

three minutes compared to RB method.    

The fuel consumptions in liters of each system are summarized in Table 18. With the HPS-RB, the fuel consumption 

of the DGs is reduced by 2.91 % despite that the energy consumption of the DGs being increased in order to charge the 

BESS. This is due to the fact that both DGs are not operated at their optimal operational efficiency level. With the HPS-

GWO, more fuel consumption reduction is achieved with a percentage of 7.48 % and additionally the energy consumption 

of the DGs is reduced since DG 1 is always operated at its optimal point and DG 2 is always operated near its high 

operational range. Table 18 shows the summary of fuel consumption for each system. 
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Fig. 24. SFOC results of the AC system and the proposed HPS using RB and GWO method 

 
Table 18. Fuel consumption comparison among the three systems for one round trip 

 
Fuel 

consumption 

at Berth (L) 

Fuel 

consumption 

while 
Cruising (L) 

Total Fuel 

consumption 

for one round 
trip (L) 

Fuel 

consumption 

reduction 
(L) 

Fuel costs 

(AUD$) 

Fuel 

savings 

(AUD$) 

Fuel 

consumption 

reduction 

(%) 

Existing AC 

system 
8.43 50.75 59.17 - 83.133 - - 

HPS-RB 0.00 57.45 57.45 1.72 80.717 2.146 2.91 

HPS-GWO 0.00 54.75 54.75 4.43 76.923 6.21 7.48 

According to Table 18, there is a slight increment of fuel consumption in the proposed systems during cruising 

compared to the existing AC system. This is due to the extra power generated by the engines to charge the BESS. The 

HPS-GWO provided lower fuel consumption in the cruising period compared to the HPS-RB. This is due to the operation 

of DG 1 at its optimal operational point and eliminating the operation of DG 2 in the low operational range. This is done 

by uniformly charging the battery while cruising. On the other hand, as RB method uses a pre-determined condition to 

control the system, the HPS-RB runs both DGs at the same engine load by equally dividing the load power between both 

DGs. Overall, the HPS-RB and HPS-GWO provided 57.45 L and 54.75 L of fuel consumption respectively. The fuel 

consumption of each power system at different ferry operating conditions is shown in Fig. 25. 
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Figure 25. Fuel consumption comparison of each power system 

The results show that the HPS provides a zero-emissions solution at berth. The energy consumption for each operating 

condition is used to calculate the emissions. The total energy consumption for the existing AC system, HPS-RB and HPS-

GWO is 202.9 kWh, 210.67 kWh and 201.14 kWh respectively as shown in Fig. 26. 

 

 
Fig. 26. Energy consumption of DGs for each system at different operating conditions 

The proposed HPS with BESS provided a 100 % emissions reduction at terminal using both power management 

methods as shown in Table 19. Therefore, such HPS with BESS provide an efficient solution to eliminate berth emission 

for short-haul ferries that operate close to urban areas where the reduction of emissions is required to reduce the direct 

impact of emissions on human health. However, in the cruising period, the HPS-RB provide a 15.79 % and HPS-GWO 

provide 10.56 % increment in CO2, SOX and NOX. This is due to the increase of the DGs’ energy production to charge 

the on-board battery while cruising. In the HPS-RB, the CO2, SOX and NOX emissions increase by 2.76 %, 2.71% and 

6.01% respectively. In contract, in the HPS-GWO, CO2 and SOX emissions are reduced by 1.88% and 1.93 % respectively 

with slight increment of NOX emission by 1.22 %. 

Table 19. The emissions produced from each system for different operating conditions 

 Emissions at berth (g/trip) Emissions while cruising (g/trip) Emissions for a complete voyage (g/trip) 

CO2 SOX NOX CO2 SOX NOX CO2 SOX NOX 

AC system 14306.27 243.33 251.72 112794.20 1910.22 2728.89 127100.47 2153.56 2980.62 

HPS-RB 0.00 0.00 0.00 130614.67 2212.02 3160.03 130614.67 2212.02 3160.03 

HPS-GWO 0.00 0.00 0.00 124707.73 2111.99 3017.12 124707.73 2111.99 3017.12 

Reduction using HPS-RB  100 % 100 % 100 % -15.79 % -15.79 % -15.79 % -2.76 % -2.71 % -6.01 % 

Reduction using HPS-GWO  100 % 100 % 100 % -10.56 % -10.56 % -10.56 % 1.88 % 1.93 % -1.22 % 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The DC-HPS with BESS can be considered as a promising solution to reduce the fuel consumption and thereby reduce 

the emissions in ferries. In order to optimally share the power among all HPS components in such complex systems, an 
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efficient power management strategy (PMS) is essential. This paper highlights the advantage of using a HPS with DC 

distribution and BESS over an AC power system for a short-haul RORO ferry. Two PMSs, namely RB and GWO, are 

proposed and implemented on the proposed HPS system. Performance comparisons of the two PMSs are carried out 

based on two evaluating indicators: fuel consumption and emissions reductions. The MATLAB/Simulink software is 

used to model and simulate the system. A case study with measured load profile of a short-haul RORO ferry is used to 

validate and examine the proposed system.  

Simulation results showed that both methods, the HPS-RB and HPS-GWO, provide a 100 % reduction in fuel 

consumption at berth and a 2.91 % and 7.48 % reduction respectively during the complete voyage. A greater reduction is 

achieved with HPS-GWO as it operates the DG 1 at its optimal operational point and avoids running the DG 2 in the low 

operational range. This is achieved by uniformly charging the BESS while cruising, in order to maintain the engine 

performance at highest engine load over the entire cruising period.  

In terms of emissions, the simulation results showed that the HPS-RB and HPS-GWO offer 100 % emissions 

reductions at berth. In the cruising period, the HPS-RB provide a 15.79 % and HPS-GWO provide 10.56 % increment in 

CO2, SOX and NOX. This is due to an increase in the DGs’ energy production to charge the on-board battery during 

cruising. However, the HPS-GWO provide 1.88 % and 1.93 % reduction of CO2 and SOX emissions respectively with 

1.22 % increment of NOX in the complete voyage. 

Overall, the BESS integration into a short-haul ferry power system can be considered as an effective solution to reduce 

emissions and noise at the berth. This provides fuel consumption reductions as diesel engines’ operating hours are reduced 

since they are shut down at the berth. In terms of power system architecture, a HPS with DC distribution is considered 

an effective architecture when incorporating an ESS into a ferry power system. This is due to system flexibility in 

operating each diesel engine at different speeds. For the PMSs, a meta-heuristic on-line optimization method, GWO, 

provides better fuel consumption and emissions reductions compared to a classical RB method which uses pre-determined 

conditions. This is due to the capability of GWO in solving multi objective optimization problems with several operational 

constraints to find the optimal solution in contrast to classical methods that use pre-determined conditions. Taken 

together, these results suggest that the DC - HPS with the BESS and the GWO-based power management strategy is a 

good combination to achieve low fuel consumption, low emissions and eliminate noises at berth for short-haul hybrid 

electric ferries. The insight gained from this study can be of assistance to marine coastal vehicles operating in close 

proximity to residential areas where both noise and air emissions are of concern. 

Future work is required to develop a hybrid optimization method by combining two or more optimization techniques 

for more accurate and promising optimization results. In addition, studies could be extended to compare the performance 

of GWO with other meta-heuristic optimization for power management optimization of electric ferries. Moreover, 

recommendations for repetitive shutdown-restart of the engines should also be considered in the overall assessment of 

the proposed system. Research incorporating local controller with each component could also be conducted to improve 

the operation of the optimizer.  
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